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WELCOME 
BUSINESS

ROZ BIRD 
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR

Welcome to our summer newsletter which 
highlights the latest successes within our 
growing business community and provides an 
update on latest developments at the estate. 

We are delighted that Lotus – a name 
synonymous with innovation – has decided to 
grow its business on site with a prominent new 
11,000 sq ft facility. It is yet another example 
of a company using the evolving landscape at 
Silverstone Park to further its ambitions.

In terms of development, we have just 22,000 
sq ft of new industrial accommodation available 
to let, plus a few small offices in the Innovation 
Centre… We have also spent the last few 
months re-presenting a six-acre site at the front 
of Silverstone Park which is now available and 
benefits from a full range of planning  
use classes.

Meanwhile our world-class Metrology 
Facility that serves the Silverstone Technology 
Cluster’s innovative start-ups, SMEs and larger 
organisations continues to set the standards in 
precision measurement thanks to a half million 
pound upgrade...

I was delighted to take part in the launch of 
our new skills pilot project – working with Gaia 
Innovation – which, by helping our businesses 
to interact with secondary school students, will 
inspire young people to work hard and at the 
same time raise their awareness of the great 
career opportunities in the area.

This followed June’s Cambridge-Milton Keynes-
Oxford Corridor conference where, based  
on discussions with our LEP representatives,  
I reached out to colleagues from the high-tech 
clusters in Oxford and Cambridge to propose 
that we join forces and explore the potential 
business opportunities for the companies  
we represent.

The focus at Silverstone Park is always to create 
a high-quality environment and a community of 
mutual regard which can help our companies to 
impress clients and motivate staff. If we can take 
this ethos beyond our natural boundary and 
inspire others to work with us then I believe this 
will truly add value to, and support the growth 
of, companies based here.

Call CMKO Corridor ‘high-tech super cluster’

BUSINESS

Expansion at 
Silverstone 
Park for 
‘engineering 
marvel’ Lotus

Visibly our display of the current Lotus 
range – Elise, Exige and Evora – can now all 

be moved under one roof.
Matthew Haskins, Lotus 

Silverstone Park’s Commercial  
Director – and also newly elected  
STC Chair – Roz Bird has called for 
the Cambridge-Milton Keynes-Oxford 
growth corridor to be re-named a  
‘high-tech super cluster’ to help it 
achieve its global ambitions.

In front of 400 public and private sector 
figures at the corridor’s Economic 
Growth Conference, Roz said: “Rather 
than calling it a ‘corridor’ let’s talk 
about the ‘high-tech super cluster’ and 

then when people ask us to justify the 
term we can list: Cambridge, Cranfield, 
Buckingham and Oxford University, the 
OU, Harwell, LMB, Pinewood, Bletchley, 
Milton Park, Silverstone…

“When you start telling that story to 
someone internationally then they start 
to get excited because of the critical 
mass, so it is important that we get  
the marketing and the vision right  
from the outset.”

Lotus Silverstone completed its relocation during British Formula 1 Grand Prix week. 
The franchise specialises in new and used Lotus cars, aftercare, servicing and 
repairs, track cars and specialist motorsport parts.

It is the second largest new car premises for Lotus in Europe and joint 
first in the UK in terms of volume.

Managing Director Matthew Haskins commented: “Our new 
home gives us almost three times the space of our previous 
premises and is much more professionally and efficiently 
laid out.

“This helps with perception and first impressions 
and gives the customer confidence... Visibly our 
display of the current Lotus range – Elise, Exige 
and Evora – can now all be moved under 
one roof.

Matthew also says that MEPC’s 
“attention to detail and drive for 
quality” in its development 
of the estate is giving 
businesses confidence  
for the future.

World famous sportscar manufacturer 
Lotus Cars’ largest UK franchise has 
expanded at Silverstone Park with a 
move into new 11,000 sq ft premises.
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MEPC has completed the preparation of six acres of 
prime development land at Silverstone Park.

The land is already included in MEPC’s 2.1m sq ft of new planning consent 
and can therefore accommodate a range of potential uses from a gym and a 
nursery to offices, industrial units and/or a hotel.

The six acre site is situated at the main entrance to Silverstone Park, opposite 
its Innovation Centre and close to the Silverstone Grand Prix circuit.

MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director at Silverstone Park, said: “The land is in 
a prime position, fully serviced and now available for companies looking to join 
our growing community at Silverstone Park.

She added: “We have a range of planning consent available, so there will be 
lots of different options to consider.

“We are hoping that the site clearance and the new CGI, showing a range of 
options, will be a conversation starter with interested parties.

“We would very much welcome initial conversations… Please do contact 
myself, Jon Silversides at Carter Jonas and/or Jamie Catherall at DTRE (see 
details opposite).”

Enquiries: 

Roz Bird 
T: +44 (0)1327 856000  
E: rbird@mepc.com

Jon Silversides  
T: +44 (0)1865 404458  
E: jon.silversides@carterjonas.co.uk

Jamie Catherall  
T: +44 (0)203 328 9097  
E: jamie.catherall@dtre.eu

The Cluster could be 
very influential for UK plc. It is 
important to reach into people’s 
careers and help them to develop 
by encouraging them to engage 
with something outside of their 
normal office environment.

Dr Claire Elliott, National Physical Laboratory

A metrology SIG is 
a great idea, as it puts 
an emphasis on sharing 
information to improve 
industry and skills.

Andrew Tagg, Measurement Solutions

The STC has a lot of 
good technology, positivity and 
awareness coming from very 
intelligent, commercial and 
forward looking people.

Stirling Essex, Cambridge Wireless

Metrology SIG ‘can add to  
Cluster’s industry influence’
Senior figures from high-tech engineering have gathered at 
Silverstone Park to help formulate a fourth special interest 
group (SIG) for the Silverstone Technology Cluster focusing 
on metrology.

Fifteen businesses and organisations were represented at a meeting in the Park’s 
Metrology Facility including Bentley, Jaguar Land Rover Group, the National Physical 
Laboratory, (NPL), Cambridge Wireless and Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence  
as well as supply chain companies based within the Cluster.

A Metrology SIG would add to three other special interest groups already  
formed by the STC in its first 18 months. These focus on:

•  Computer Aided Engineering (CAE)

•   Autonomous, Connected, Electrified & Shared (ACES) vehicle technologies

•   Digital Manufacturing

STC CEO Pim van Baarsen said: “We’ve got the Metrology SIG off to a great start…

“The next steps will be to appoint up to four SIG ‘champions’ and then start 
looking at organising events to bring the people together around Metrology.”

Prime 6-acre site ready for development

Roz Bird appointed STC Chair
MEPC’s Silverstone Park Commercial Director Roz Bird has  
been elected Chair of the Silverstone Technology Cluster  
following a unanimous vote by its Board of Directors.

STC CEO Pim van Baarsen commented: “Eighteen months after the  
STC’s launch, a ‘Chair of the Board’ is needed to help manage the  
early success and provide support and input in to the strategic  
direction of the business.

“Roz’s appointment adds strength, credibility and profile at a  
really important stage in the STC’s evolution.”

Roz said: “I was delighted to be asked to take on the role of Chair. 

“The STC is already bringing business people together in a  
meaningful way in our region and attracting the likes of Heathrow  
through the work it does to promote the many and diverse capabilities  
of the area to the rest of the world.”



Opportunities to join  
the community

AUTOMOTIVE 

New Park brochure launched
MEPC has launched a new Silverstone Park brochure to set out the latest 
developments and opportunities at the centrally located business estate.

The 26 page publication is available in both hard and digital copy formats.

MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director at Silverstone Park, said: “This brochure 
is a reminder of how our vision for Silverstone Park, as laid out in 2013, is 
becoming a reality – this includes building a diverse business community 
working in different sectors.

“We’re viewed as an important  
business destination with USPs,  
specialist facilities, 21MVAs of  
new power creating serviced land, 
Enterprise Zone status with business 
rates relief, a strong sense of  
community and over 100 acres of  
land with planning consent that 
includes offices, workshops, industrial 
units, hotels, a gym and a nursery.”

To request a brochure contact  
Silverstone Park’s Marketing  
& Occupier Liaison Officer  
Ruth Williams:  
rwilliams@silverstone-park.com  
+44 (0)1327 856000  
or download from the Silverstone 
Park website – availabilty section.
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New schools project gives 
youngsters 4IR inspiration
Silverstone Park developer MEPC has appointed Gaia Innovation 
to launch a pilot project working with schools – Inspiration for 
Innovation – with the aim of helping young people in the area 
achieve higher level skills and better career opportunities due to 
greater engagement with local employers.

More than 20 businesses associated 
with Silverstone Park have already 
volunteered to take part in Inspiration 
for Innovation which will benefit 
extensively from Gaia’s expertise in 
inspiring secondary school students.

Starting in September 2018, the 
programme will work with three schools 
– predominantly Kingsthorpe College 
in Northampton and also Buckingham 
School and Silverstone University 
Technology College.

Among the main focuses will be 
raising greater awareness of the career 
possibilities that the 4th Industrial 
Revolution (4IR) can bring and also 
inspiring more girls to consider futures 
in engineering.

The MEPC-Gaia connection came through 
Silverstone Park occupier Ducati UK –  

it has already seen positive results from 
work it has done in schools with Gaia. 

MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director 
for Silverstone Park, commented: “As 
a company, MEPC wants to be a force 
for good in the community by inspiring 
young people and addressing the needs 
of customers when it comes to skills.

“This programme is part of MEPC’s 
Responsible Property Management 
programme, and it is great because 
we’re able to take action and do 
something positive to develop 
relationships between our business 
community and local schools, ultimately 
inspiring young people to work hard 
and do their best.

“We are delighted to be working with 
Gaia to make this programme happen.”

A touch of Pininfarina for  
Metrology Facility upgrade
Silverstone Park’s Metrology Facility 
is now home to the fastest precision 
measuring machine of its type in the 
UK – created in conjunction with the 
legendary Pininfarina name which is 
better known for its design work on 
Ferrari supercars.

After a 1000 mile journey from Turin, 
Italy, the £110,000 Global S Blue’s 
arrival marks the start of a major 
£500,000-plus upgrade of the Facility 
which opened in summer 2016. It is the 
only dedicated sub-contract inspection 
metrology facility in the UK…

The Global S Blue has been designed 
from the ground up by HMI – the world 
leader in the science of metrology – 
with input from Pininfarina.

Its X5 head – capable of probing 
further inside componentry for accurate 
readings – can measure an incredible 
1000 points per second while its ‘3D 
speed’ is calculated at 4300mm per 
seconds squared making it the fastest  
in its class.

Furthermore the level of precision to 
which it measures componentry is put 
at 1.4 microns (one micron is equivalent 
to 1000th of a millimetre).

“The Global S Blue really is a masterpiece 
of engineering and helps to take the 
Facility – already the best in UK metrology 
and which provides unrivalled levels of 
support – to the next level,” commented 
John Drover, HMI Sales Manager.

Over the next few 
decades many career 
opportunities will be a 
result of 4IR – something 
that Silverstone Park and 
its business networks, 
including the Silverstone 
Technology Cluster, are 
right at the heart of…

Julia Muir, Gaia Innovation

This will empower 
students, parents and staff… 
It opens young people’s 
eyes up to the fact that 
there are far more exciting 
opportunities available within 
the local job market.

Scott Wade, Kingsthorpe College

Diane Fisher, Business/Careers Leader & Scott Wade, Deputy Headteacher, Kingsthorpe College; Roz Bird, Commercial Director, Silverstone Park;  
Julia Muir, CEO, Gaia Innovation; Neil Patterson, Principal, Silverstone UTC; Andy McGinnes, Headteacher & Pete Roberts, Deputy Headteacher, Buckingham School



Silverstone Park linked up with one of its occupiers to showcase 
cutting edge esports/virtual reality technology on the eve of the 
British Formula 1 Grand Prix as part of its on-going engagement 
with senior business figures from motorsport and automotive.

Virtually Entertained 
brought two of its VR 
simulators complete to 
the Motorsport Industry 
Association’s Business 
Growth Conference – 
held in Silverstone based 
F1 team Sahara Force 
India’s grounds – to add 
to Silverstone Park’s stand 
at the event.

The high-tech business 
estate, being developed 
by MEPC, was  

a sponsor of the high-profile event. Its stand was run in conjunction with both 
Aylesbury Vale District and South Northants District councils.

And said MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director for Silverstone Park: “Our stand 
proved very successful in attracting many top-level people – they had great fun 
thanks to Virtually Entertained’s simulators and that led directly to some really 
worthwhile conversations.”

Virtually Entertained’s esports director Ben 
Turner enthused: “From an engagement 
perspective our VR experience makes for 
the best simulation of its kind…

“Teaming up with Silverstone Park at 
a high-profile event has given us some 
invaluable exposure in the marketplace.”

Cutting edge VR technology  
wows auto business leaders

James Dipple, Chief Executive of MEPC, has been announced as Property Leader of 
the Year at the prestigious Oxfordshire Property Festival.

James plays a highly active role across all MEPC’s property assets and works closely 
with Roz Bird, MEPC’s Commercial Director at Silverstone Park.

A “delighted” James said: “MEPC brings innovative thinking to its real estate. The 
experience we have derived from our involvement at Milton Park can be seen in 
some of the finest globally significant development projects in the UK at locations 
such as Silverstone Park, Wellington Place Leeds and NOMA in Manchester.”

PROPERTY, 
PLANNING & 
LEADERSHIP 
HONOURS
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Baumot wins 
major city 
centre contract
Low carbon vehicle technology 
developed at Silverstone Park has 
been chosen by Nottingham City 
Transport to help its buses meet 
stringent new air quality controls 
as mandated by the Government.

Baumot’s highly advanced BNOx system, capable 
of reducing emissions in commercial vehicles 
by 90%, will now be retro-fitted to 180 buses 
in Nottingham to ensure they meet Euro VI 
standards by 2020.

Gary Mason, Engineering Director, Nottingham City 
Transport commented: “After careful consideration 
of products in the market we selected the Baumot 
BNOx system due to the innovative approach in its 
exhaust after treatment, providing a best-in-class 
solution to upgrade our Euro V buses.”

Baumot re-located its UK HQ to 8000 sq ft 
of new industrial units at Silverstone Park in 
September 2017, citing the estate’s connections 
with the surrounding Silverstone Technology 
Cluster and facilities among its reasons.

Bert Pierlings, Managing Director, Baumot UK, 
said: “We are very proud to have won this contract 
and it’s significant for us in the UK market.”

Meanwhile Silverstone Park was also 
recently shortlisted for ‘Planning 
Permission of the Year’ at London’s 
high profile Planning Awards and 
its Commercial Director Roz Bird 
‘Director of the Year in Innovation’ 
at the Institute of Directors’ East 
Midlands award ceremony.
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FIA Formula E crown in sight

‘Common vocabulary key to success’Innovative environment perfect 
for market leader SalesOut

As we went to press, Silverstone Park based team DS Virgin 
Racing had a chance of winning the world’s premier motor racing 
championship for electric-powered cars – the FIA Formula E 
Championship – in the category’s final two rounds in New York.

One of its two British drivers, Sam Bird, needed to overcome  
a points deficit to lift the title in the world famous USA city 
(14/15 July) while the teams’ championship was also still  
a possibility…

DS Virgin Racing earlier this year completed its move into new 
11,000 sq ft premises at Silverstone Park.

Meanwhile other race teams based across the estate have also 
been in the limelight.

Out of its 10,000 sq ft base, Hitech GP has gone on to lead the 
FIA Formula 3 Championship after recent race wins in Hungary.

Manor WEC contested the top LMP1 class of the world famous 
Le Mans 24 Hours endurance race in France with its pair of 
TRSM Racing-entered Ginettas.

Just several doors down, ‘near neighbour’ 360 Racing in May 
celebrated a strong second place result in the European Le Mans 
Series’ LMP3 class at Monza, Italy with its French Ligier car.

Sally Povolotsky has become the latest senior high-tech figure to 
take to the Silverstone Park website’s ‘Blog’ section to share her 
thoughts on the way forward for industry.

She believes that advanced engineering and manufacturing 
needs to reconsider the type of language it uses – including a 
cutting out of jargon – to better express ideas, improve business 
opportunities and do away with discrimination.

“Apart from the fact it can build walls, language can also break 
them down – the more open we are with our language, the more 
we can engage and transfer knowledge clearly and concisely,” 
wrote Sally, Director of automotive business and design 
consultancy Straight 6.

Elsewhere the site’s Blog section also highlights six of the  
UK’s best high-tech engineering events for businesses to  
attend in 2018.

SalesOut says the innovative working 
environment created by MEPC at 
Silverstone Park is helping it to maintain 
its position as UK market leader in 
wholesale data analysis among the 
biggest brands in fast moving consumer 
goods (FMCG).

Out of the company’s offices (2,400 sq 
ft), in the estate’s Innovation Centre, its 
35-strong team processes a staggering 
20,000,000 (yes, that’s 20 MILLION) 
FMCG transactions a week between 
wholesalers and the end convenience 
retailer or food service outlet.

This data is then analysed and packaged 
into a format that has value to the 
big FMCG brands such as Coca Cola, 
Unilever, Nestlé and Heineken.

Its work seemingly is a world away 
from that of high-tech and precision 
engineering/manufacturing that 
surrounds it on the estate.

But as Director of Suppliers, Martin 
Brock explains: “When we started 
we were considered as breakthrough 
innovators in our channel.

“Our heritage is definitely innovation… 
MEPC allow their occupiers to get 

creative and we’ve very definitely been 
able to put a SalesOut stamp on our 
office space.

He adds: “The Innovation Centre has 
an air of creativity and innovation for 
businesses.

“The social calendar for occupiers is 
also good for team spirit… we have an 
enthusiastic, young team so we want to 
make sure they’re having a good time.”

Letting agents learn more about 
Silverstone Park offering

Some 20 agents were hosted by estate 
developer MEPC’s appointed national 
and local agents DTRE and Carter Jonas. 

Each was invited to view the new  
units – 22,000 sq ft remains available, 
which forms part of 125,000 sq ft of  
commercial premises built speculatively 

by MEPC and with the attraction of 
Enterprise Zone status awarded by  
the government.

The agents were also shown plans  
of MEPC’s vision for the Silverstone  
Park estate – it was recently granted 
planning consent for 2.1 million sq ft  
of commercial development.

Carter Jonas’s Jon Silversides commented: 
“This event enabled us to showcase 

the remaining units available in our 
speculative scheme, as well as provide 
an update on Park activity and plans for 
future development.

And said DTRE’s Jamie Catherall: “The 
Silverstone Park scheme is now poised in 
a very exciting time in its development 
lifecycle…  We are thrilled with the 
success of the scheme so far and even 
more excited as we get closer to realising 
the Park’s full potential.”

Local and national commercial property letting agents have visited Silverstone Park 
to hear about latest developments at the high-tech business estate.

BUSINESS



260 sq ft to 22,000 sq ft 

Available 
TO LET

Social committee

CONTACTS

CURRENT OCCUPIERS:

Michael Peck  
Estate Facilities Manager 
Tel: 01327 856000

MEPC Silverstone Park 
Innovation Centre, Silverstone Park,  
Towcester NN12 8GX

@SilverstonePark
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Cake plays a large part in Silverstone Park housekeeper  
(and unsung hero) Naomi Wyness’s life.

Naomi was formerly both a pre-school and hospital care 
assistant, so is a natural at keeping people happy.

“I’ve cared for children and the elderly – capabilities that  
help when dealing with people as some can be slightly  
more demanding than others!” she says.

“Most of my work is within the Innovation Centre and  
I love the job… it’s brought me out of my shell! 

“The role is about ensuring that everything is spot on for 
everyone, particularly those using our meeting rooms with 
phones, projectors and refreshments – teas, coffees and of 
course cake!”

Forever putting others first, Naomi does plenty of charity 
work and recently raised £500 in aid of SSNAP.org.uk 
(Support for the Sick Newborn and their Parents).

She adds: “I like making cake and a lot gets brought into 
work.... One thing I have discovered is that men will tell you 
they don’t eat cake but, believe me, they do!”

MEET THE TEAM
Naomi Wyness, Housekeeper

MEPCSilverstonePark

AVAILABILITY ENQUIRIES:

Jamie Catherall  DTRE  
Tel: 020 3328 9097

Jon Silversides  Carter Jonas  
Tel: 01865 404458

MEDIA ENQUIRIES:

Carl McKellar  Silverstone Park Press Officer 
Mob: 07786 138 905

Please contact Ruth Williams for  
further information: 01327 856002  
or rwilliams@silverstone-park.com

SilverstonePark

Visit our website for further information or see contacts below.

Wear It Pink: 
Friday 19 October, 
Silverstone Park

MotorsportDays.LIVE: 
Fri 2-Sat 3 November,  
Silverstone Wing

Export Hub, Department for 
International Trade (DiT): 
Thursday 13 September, 
Silverstone Park

Occupier Quiz Night: 
Thursday 11 October,  
Pit Stop Café,  
Silverstone Circuit

Advanced  
Engineering Show: 
Weds 31 Oct-Thurs 1 Nov, 
NEC Birmingham

Football: Every Wednesday 
18.00-19.00 at UTC

Boot Camp:  
Thursday evenings

Cycling:  
Every Tuesday morning 
and Wednesday evening

Macmillan Coffee 
Morning: Friday 28 
September, Silverstone Park 
Innovation Centre


